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Abstract—The analysis of resonant-type antennas based on the
fundamental infinite wavelength supported by certain periodic
structures is presented. Since the phase shift is zero for a unit-cell
that supports an infinite wavelength, the physical size of the
antenna can be arbitrary; the antenna’s size is independent of
the resonance phenomenon. The antenna’s operational frequency
depends only on its unit-cell and the antenna’s physical size
depends on the number of unit-cells. In particular, the unit-cell is
based on the composite right/left-handed (CRLH) metamaterial
transmission line (TL). It is shown that the CRLH TL is a general
model for the required unit-cell, which includes a nonessential
series capacitance for the generation of an infinite wavelength.
The analysis and design of the required unit-cell is discussed
based upon field distributions and dispersion diagrams. It is
also shown that the supported infinite wavelength can be used
to generate a monopolar radiation pattern. Infinite wavelength
resonant antennas are realized with different number of unit-cells
to demonstrate the infinite wavelength resonance.

Index Terms—Metamaterials, microstrip antennas, periodic
structures.

I. INTRODUCTION

RECENTLY, research into metamaterials based on periodic
unit-cells for microwave applications has grown rapidly

with the verification of left-handed (LH) metamaterials [1], [2].
In particular, the transmission line approach of LH metamate-
rials has led to the realization of the composite right/left-handed
(CRLH) transmission line (TL) which includes LH and right-
handed (RH) attributes [3]. The CRLH TL has many unique
properties such as supporting a fundamental backward wave
(anti-parallel group and phase velocities) and zero propagation
constant with zero or non-zero group velocity at a dis-
crete frequency. The backward wave property of the CRLH TL
and other LH-based TLs has been used to realize novel, small
half-wavelength resonant antennas [4], [5]. The infinite wave-
length property ( , ) of the CRLH TL has been
used to realize several size-independent resonant structures such
as the zeroth order resonator [6] and infinite wavelength series
divider [7].

In this paper, the analysis and design of resonant, planar an-
tennas based on the fundamental infinite wavelength property
of the CRLH TL is presented. Since an infinite wavelength oc-
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curs when the propagation constant is zero, the frequency of the
proposed antenna does not depend on its physical length, but
only on the reactance provided by its unit-cell. Therefore, the
physical size of the proposed antenna can be arbitrary; this is
useful to realize electrically small or electrically large antennas.
By properly designing the unit-cell, the radiation pattern of the
antenna at the infinite wavelength frequency can also be tai-
lored. In particular, it is shown that the CRLH TL unit-cell is
the general model for the required unit-cell which consists of a
series capacitance, a series inductance, a shunt capacitance, and
a shunt inductance. The CRLH TL unit-cell’s shunt resonance
determines the infinite wavelength frequency and thus the an-
tenna’s operational frequency. As a result, a CRLH TL unit-cell
without series capacitance referred to as an inductor-loaded TL
unit-cell can also be used to realize the antenna. By modifying
the equivalent shunt capacitance and/or shunt inductance cir-
cuit parameters of the unit-cell, the operational frequency and
the physical size of the realized antennas can be controlled. Fur-
thermore, the unique “equal amplitude/phase” electric-field dis-
tribution of an infinite wavelength excited on the antenna gives
rise to a monopolar radiation pattern.

The proposed periodic design methodology offers a straight-
forward design approach based on the characteristics of a single
unit-cell. Based on this periodic structure methodology, CRLH
antennas with monopolar radiation patterns consisting of two,
four, and six unit-cells are numerically and experimentally ver-
ified. Inductor-loaded antennas with monopolar radiation pat-
terns consisting of two, four, and six unit-cells are also inves-
tigated. The input impedance, gain, and radiation pattern as a
function of the number of unit-cells are examined for both types
of antennas. The effect of adding unit-cells in the non-resonant
dimension of the proposed antenna is also investigated. In addi-
tion, the choice of CRLH unit-cell or inductor-loaded unit-cell
for dual-mode antenna configurations is discussed.

II. THEORY

Since the proposed infinite wavelength antenna is based on a
periodic design approach, a unit-cell capable of supporting an
infinite wavelength is discussed in Section II-A. In addition, the
monopolar radiation pattern of the proposed infinite wavelength
antenna is presented.

A. Fundamental Infinite Wavelength Unit-Cell

To realize a resonant-type planar antenna with no dependence
on its physical size, a TL structure that supports an infinite wave-
length at its fundamental mode is required. A practical realiza-
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Fig. 1. CRLH TL. (a) LC unit-cell of length p. (b) Dispersion diagram showing
fundamental LH mode and RH mode.

tion of a LH TL, which includes unavoidable RH effects, known
as a CRLH TL is able to support an infinite wavelength (
when ) and therefore can be used to realize the proposed
antenna.

The equivalent circuit model of the CRLH TL unit-cell is
shown in Fig. 1(a). By applying periodic boundary conditions
(PBCs) related to the Bloch-Floquet theorem, the CRLH TL
unit-cell’s dispersion relation is determined to be

(1)

where

(2)

The dispersion diagram of the CRLH TL unit-cell is shown
in Fig. 1(b). The CRLH TL supports a fundamental LH wave
(phase advance) at lower frequencies and a RH wave (phase
delay) at higher frequencies.

In general, the series resonance and the shunt reso-
nance are not equal and two non-zero frequency points
with are present. These two points are referred to as
infinite wavelength points and are determined by the series res-
onance and shunt resonance of the unit-cell as given in (2). By
cascading a CRLH TL unit-cell of length , times, a CRLH
TL of length can be realized. The CRLH TL can be
used as a resonator under the resonance condition

(3)

where is the resonance mode number and can be a positive or
negative integer and even zero [6]. In the case where , an
infinite wavelength is supported and the resonance condition is
independent of the CRLH TL’s length (i.e., number of unit-cells,

, can be arbitrary). In the case of open boundary conditions,
the infinite wavelength frequency is determined by the shunt
resonance frequency, which is given by

(4)

Fig. 2. Four-cell open-ended resonators. (a) CRLH TL unit-cell. (b) No series
components.

Fig. 3. Resonance peaks of open-ended resonators shown in Fig. 2.

Since only the CRLH TL unit-cell’s shunt resonance determines
the infinite wavelength frequency, the series components have
no effect. As an example, consider the open-ended resonator
based on four CRLH unit-cells as shown in Fig. 2(a) with

, , , and ,
which corresponds to . The open-ended res-
onator is coupled to the input/output port with capacitors of

. An open-ended resonator with the series com-
ponents eliminated is shown in Fig. 2(b).

The resonance peaks of the two open-ended resonators are
displayed in Fig. 3 and demonstrate that only the shunt compo-
nents determine the infinite wavelength resonance in the case
of open boundary conditions. Therefore, an inductor-loaded TL
unit-cell with the same shunt components as the CRLH TL unit-
cell has the same infinite wavelength frequency as the CRLH
TL unit-cell. The unit-cell of the inductor-loaded TL is shown
in Fig. 4(a) and its propagation constant is given by

(5)

The dispersion diagram of the inductor-loaded TL is plotted in
Fig. 4(b).

The inductor-loaded TL has a DC-offset just like the CRLH
TL, but the dispersion characteristics are quite different; phase
advance or phase delay can occur for the CRLH TL, while only
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Fig. 4. Inductor-loaded TL. (a) LC unit-cell of length p. (b) Dispersion
diagram.

phase delay can occur for the inductor-loaded TL. Since the res-
onance condition of (3) is independent of the CRLH TL’s or in-
ductor-loaded TL’s length at the infinite wavelength frequency,
the open-ended resonators of Fig. 2 can be used to realize size in-
dependent resonant antennas. Although the number of unit-cells
used to realize an infinite wavelength resonator has no effect on
its operational frequency, the input impedance of the structure
is dependent on the number of unit-cells and is given by

(6)

where is the admittance of the unit-cell [6], given by
).

B. Infinite Wavelength Antennas With Monopolar Radiation

By using an open-ended resonator that supports an infinite
wavelength, an infinite wavelength resonant antenna with an op-
erational frequency independent of its physical size can be real-
ized. Such an antenna can be made electrically large or small, the
latter of which was demonstrated in [8] with a patch-like pattern.
In contrast to [8], electrically large and small infinite wave-
length antennas with monopolar radiation patterns are demon-
strated. Various low-profile monopolar antennas have been re-
alized [9]–[13] based on reactive loading with shorting pins.
However, the placement and number of shorting pins for these
monopolar antennas were strictly based on numerical studies. In
order to discuss the radiation mechanism behind the proposed
antenna, first consider the conventional microstrip patch antenna
as shown in Fig. 5(a). The patch antenna can be modeled as a
square cavity with perfect magnetic conductor (PMC) walls. At
its fundamental mode, the patch antenna supports a half-wave-
length along its resonant length. Therefore, the non-zero equiv-
alent magnetic current density at each radiating edge is given by

(7)

where is the unit normal to the edge, is the electric field
at the edge, and the factor of 2 is due to the ground plane [14].
It is the two equivalent magnetic current densities at the radi-
ating edges of the patch antenna that contribute to its radiation
pattern. Next consider the proposed CRLH antenna shown in
Fig. 5(b). Since the CRLH TL can support an infinite wave-
length, the field distributions along the perimeter of the CRLH

Fig. 5. Microstrip patch antennas with dimensions p�pmm ; resonant length
along y-direction. (a) Conventional supporting half-wavelength. (b) CRLH sup-
porting infinite wavelength.

Fig. 6. Microstrip realization of a CRLH TL based on Sievenpiper high
impedance surface.

antenna are in-phase when operated at its infinite wavelength
frequency. Therefore, the equivalent magnetic current densities
at the edges described by (7) form a loop as shown in Fig. 5(b).
It is this equivalent magnetic loop that produces the monopolar
radiation pattern; a magnetic loop is an ideal electric dipole by
duality. As a result, the proposed infinite wavelength antennas
are polarized in the theta-direction.

III. CRLH TL UNIT-CELL REALIZATION

As mentioned in Section II, the CRLH TL unit-cell is the gen-
eral model for the monopolar unit-cell. To realize the required
capacitances and inductances of the CRLH TL unit-cell model,
a physical implementation has to be chosen. Lumped compo-
nents or distributed structures can be used, but for radiation-type
applications purely lumped component-based structures are im-
practical due to their inability to radiate. Due to the popularity
of microstrip technology for planar antennas, the CRLH TL
unit-cell is based on microstrip. One structure that is commonly
used to realize a CRLH TL is the Sievenpiper mushroom struc-
ture [15], [16] as shown in Fig. 6.

The mushroom unit-cell consists of a square metallic via con-
nected to the ground plane by a shorting post. The mushroom’s
LH capacitance is attributed to the edge coupling between
the unit-cells and the mushroom’s LH inductance is due
to the shorting post to ground. The RH effects are due to the
capacitive coupling between the patch and ground plane
and the current flow atop the patch . By changing the
physical properties of the mushroom unit-cell (e.g., patch size,
shorting post radius, dielectric constant, etc.), the equivalent
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capacitances and inductances can be controlled. When there is
no gap between the mushroom unit-cells, it simply becomes an
inductor-loaded TL. The interdigital-based CRLH TL unit-cell
discussed in [3] is another microstrip implementation of the
CRLH TL unit-cell used for one-dimensional LH applications
[17]. The choice of the mushroom unit-cell over the interdig-
ital-based unit-cell is for radiation pattern preference. In the
case of the mushroom unit-cell, symmetrical boundary con-
ditions similar to the center-shorted microstrip patch antenna
exist and a monopolar radiation pattern is possible. In the case
of the interdigital-based unit-cell antenna implemented in [8], a
patch-like radiation is present since there is only one radiating
open-boundary.

IV. INFINITE WAVELENGTH RESONANT

ANTENNA REALIZATION

In this section, several infinite wavelength antennas with
monopolar radiation patterns are realized. The unit-cells for the
proposed antennas are based on a modified mushroom unit-cell;
the metallic patch does not need to be a square, but can be
rectangular. The size of the patch, the dielectric constant, the
period of the unit-cell, and the radius of the shorting post are
all factors that control the dispersion curve of the unit-cell
and in effect the resonant frequencies of the antenna [18]. A
CRLH TL unit-cell and an inductor-loaded TL unit-cell are
used to realize the infinite wavelength antennas. Both types
of unit-cells have similar shunt reactance which means their
infinite wavelength frequency will be similar. To demonstrate
this effect, antennas consisting of two, four, and six CRLH TL
unit-cells and two, four, and six inductor-loaded TL unit-cells
are realized. In Section IV-A, the dimensions of the proposed
unit-cells, the antenna’s input impedance as a function of the
number of unit-cells, and the radiation pattern/gain of the
antennas are presented.

A. Proposed Antenna Design

The general model of the CRLH TL and the inductor-loaded
TL based infinite wavelength antennas are shown in Fig. 7(a)
and (b), respectively. Both figures show that proximity cou-
pling is used as the feed network for the antennas. However, the
feeding method varies depending on the number of unit-cells

as discussed below. All the antennas are realized on
Rogers RT/Duroid 5880 with dielectric constant and
thickness . The CRLH TL unit- cell measures
7.3 15 with a period of 7.5 mm, while the inductor
loaded TL unit-cell measures 7.5 15 with a period of
7.5 mm. The radius of the shorting post is 0.12 mm for both
unit-cells and the shorting post is located at unit-cell’s geomet-
rical center. Therefore, the infinite wavelength frequencies for
these unit-cells are very similar.

The calculated dispersion diagrams for each unit-cell are
shown in Fig. 8 along with experimental resonant peaks of
a five unit-cell open-ended resonator implementation. The
infinite wavelength frequency for the CRLH TL unit-cell is
3.65 GHz and is 3.52 GHz for the inductor-loaded TL unit-cell
as predicted by applying periodic boundary conditions on a
single unit-cell. In contrast, the five unit-cell resonator im-
plementation predicts an infinite wavelength frequency of

Fig. 7. Model of antennas composed of N unit-cells. (a) CRLH TL unit-cell
implementation. (b) Inductor-loaded TL unit-cell implementation.

Fig. 8. Dispersion diagram of CRLH and inductor-loaded unit-cell of Fig. 7.

3.51 GHz and 3.50 GHz for the CRLH TL unit-cell and for
the inductor-loaded TL unit-cell, respectively. The infinite
wavelength frequency of the unit-cell can be controlled by
changing the substrate or unit-cell parameters. With reference
to the infinite wavelength frequency relation of (4), increasing
the patch area and/or substrate permittivity will increase the RH
capacitance , while decreasing the radius of the shorting
post will increase the LH inductance . These effects
will lower the infinite wavelength frequency. Increasing or
decreasing the substrate height will have little effect on the in-
finite wavelength frequency since is inversely proportional
and is proportional to substrate height. In addition, the
substrate and unit-cell parameters will also affect the overall
antenna’s bandwidth and efficiency performance. To enhance
bandwidth, the substrate height should relatively thick while the
substrate permittivity should be low [13]. In order to enhance
the efficiency of the antenna, the substrate loss tangent should
be low and the shorting post radius should be increased. As a
result, a tradeoff between antenna bandwidth/efficiency and the
antenna size has to be considered.

B. Input Impedance

The input impedance of each antenna
implementation is computed using Ansoft HFSS v10. A
line was directly attached to the input edge of each antenna
and deembedded to calculate the input impedance. The real
part and imaginary component of the input impedance for
the CRLH TL based antennas are shown in Fig. 9(a) and (b),
respectively. The real part and imaginary component of the
input impedance for the inductor-loaded TL based antennas
are shown in Fig. 10(a) and (b), respectively. In the case of
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF INPUT IMPEDANCE AND CORRESPONDING RESONANT FREQUENCY OF PROPOSED ANTENNAS

Fig. 9. CRLH antenna input impedance. (a) Real part (R). (b) Imaginary part
(X).

Fig. 10. CRLH antenna input impedance. (a) Real part (R). (b) Imaginary part
(X).

the CRLH TL based antennas, other resonant modes below the
mode are present as observed in Fig. 9. However, for the

generation of the monopolar pattern and for size independence,
only the mode is desired. The mode is the lowest
mode for the inductor-loaded TL based antennas because the
inductor-loaded TL does not support a backward wave unlike
the CRLH TL.

The resonant frequency of the proposed antennas is defined
as the frequency where the real part of the impedance reaches a
maximum, independent of the value of reactance [19], which is
close to zero. The input impedance and corresponding infinite
wavelength resonant frequency obtained from HFSS for the an-
tennas are summarized in Table I. From Table I, it can be ob-
served that the infinite wavelength frequency increases slightly
as the number of unit-cells increases. As the number of unit-
cells increases, the infinite wavelength frequency approaches
the value predicted by applying PBCs on a single unit-cell. Al-
though the inductor-loaded antennas do not have series capaci-
tance, their infinite wavelength frequency is very similar to the

Fig. 11. Experimental return loss of the CRLH and inductor-loaded two unit-
cell antennas.

CRLH antennas. In addition, the input impedance follows the
trend predicted by (6); the input impedance decreases as the
number of unit-cells increases. Also, the CRLH based antenna’s
input reactance becomes capacitive as more unit-cells are added,
while the inductor-loaded antenna’s input reactance becomes
inductive as more unit-cells are added.

C. Two Unit-Cell Antenna Realization

The input impedance for both the CRLH and inductor-loaded
two unit-cell antennas is quite high for quarter wavelength
matching. Therefore, proximity coupling is used to match both
antennas to a line as shown in Fig. 7 with
and . The experimental return loss of the CRLH
and inductor-loaded two unit-cell antenna are shown in Fig. 11.
For the CRLH based antenna, a return loss of is
obtained at , while a return loss of
at is obtained for the inductor-loaded antenna.
The electrical size of the antennas is
at . These results show that the two unit-cell antenna is not
matched exactly at the predicted infinite wavelength frequency
of Table I. This is due to the high input resistance of the antenna.

The electric-field distribution underneath the two unit-cell
CRLH antenna for the and mode
are shown in Fig. 12(a) and (b), respectively. Ansoft HFSS was
used to obtain these field plots. The mode distribution
shows that the electric-field is 180 out-of-phase corresponding
to a half-wavelength. As a result, the equivalent magnetic cur-
rent densities along the perimeter of the antenna for the
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Fig. 12. Electric-field distribution underneath two unit-cell CRLH antenna ob-
tained via Ansoft HFSS. (a) Half-wavelength, n = �1 mode. (b) Infinite wave-
length, n = 0 mode.

mode form a distribution comparable to Fig. 5(a) and the radia-
tion pattern will be similar to a conventional patch antenna. The

distribution shows that the electric-field is in-phase ver-
ifying that an infinite wavelength is supported. Therefore, the
equivalent magnetic current densities along the perimeter of the
antenna for the mode form a loop comparable to Fig. 5(b)
and a monopolar radiation occurs. Since the field distribution for
the mode does not change much within the bandwidth

the monopolar radiation is maintained over the band-
width. By using the and mode, the proposed
antennas can be used in dual-mode applications as discussed in
[18].

The field distribution of the infinite wavelength antenna
shown in Fig. 12(b) is similar to the mode of a con-
ventional circular patch antenna. However, the mode is
a higher order mode which makes the conventional circular
patch antenna impractical for compact wireless devices. By
placing a shorting post at the center of the conventional circular
patch antenna, the becomes the fundamental mode as
discussed in [20]. It was demonstrated in [21] that a mode
similar to the circular patch’s mode can be excited in
non-circular patches shorted in the center to produce a fun-
damental monopolar radiation pattern. The resulting radiation
patterns of the proposed antenna are similar to a top-loaded
monopole [22], [23], but with the added benefit that the antenna
size/gain is independent of the resonant frequency. As a result,
the gain of the proposed antennas can be increased by adding
unit-cells in the plane of the antenna, while the only way to
increase the gain of a top-loaded monopole is by using an array
of top-loaded monopoles.

The numerical and experimental radiation patterns of the
CRLH and inductor-loaded antennas shown respectively in
Figs. 13 and 14 reveal the expected monopolar radiation pattern.
A maximum gain of 0.87 dBi and 0.70 dBi is experimentally
obtained for the CRLH TL based antenna and for the in-
ductor-loaded TL based antenna, respectively. In addition, the

- plane radiation pattern and cross-polarization (normalized
relative to co-polarization) of the CRLH antenna are shown
in Fig. 13(c) and (d), respectively. Fig. 13(c) illustrates the
omnidirectional coverage in the - plane provided by the
monopolar antenna, while Fig. 13(d) shows that the cross-po-
larization is less than the co-polarization. The inductor-loaded
antenna has similar - plane and cross-polarization patterns.

Fig. 13. Two unit-cell CRLH antenna radiation patterns. (a) Phi = 0 (x-z
plane). (b) Phi = 90 (y-z plane). (c) Theta = 90 (x-y plane). (d) Experi-
mental cross-polarizations normalized to co-polarizations.

Fig. 14. Two unit-cell inductor-loaded antenna radiation patterns. (a) Phi =
0 (x-z plane). (b) Phi = 90 (y-z plane).

These patterns verify that the antennas are polarized in the
theta-direction as discussed in Section II-B.

D. Effect of Increasing the Number of Unit-Cells

Additional unit-cells are added along the -direction to create
four and six unit-cell antennas as depicted in Fig. 7. A single
section quarter wavelength transformer is used to match each
four and six unit-cell antenna to a 50 line. Only the real part
of the input impedance shown in Table I is considered in the
matching. The experimental infinite wavelength frequency, re-
turn loss, peak gain, and radiation efficiency using the Wheeler
cap method [24] of the two, four, and six unit-cell antennas are
displayed in Table II. The electrical size of the four unit-cell an-
tennas is at and the electrical size of the
six unit-cell antennas is at . Although
the antennas become physically larger, the infinite wavelength
frequency remains approximately constant. In addition, gain in-
creases as the antenna becomes physically larger. The radiation
efficiency of the two unit-cell antennas is smaller than the four
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TABLE II
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR TWO, FOUR, AND SIX UNIT-CELL ANTENNAS

Fig. 15. Four unit-cell CRLH antenna radiation patterns. (a) Phi = 0 (x-z
plane). (b) Phi = 90 (y-z plane).

Fig. 16. Four unit-cell inductor-loaded antenna radiation patterns. (a) Phi =
0 (x-z plane). (b) Phi = 90 (y-z plane).

and six unit-cell antennas because of operation away from reso-
nance. The - plane and cross-polarization of the four and six
unit-cell CRLH antennas are similar to those of the two unit-cell
CRLH antenna and therefore are not shown.

The predicted infinite wavelength frequencies of Table I show
good agreement with the measured infinite wavelength frequen-
cies of Table II. The numerical and experimental radiation pat-
terns for the CRLH and inductor-loaded four unit-cell antennas
are shown in Figs. 15 and 16, respectively. While, the numer-
ical and experimental radiation patterns for the CRLH and in-
ductor-loaded six unit-cell antennas are shown in Figs. 17 and
18, respectively. The expected monopolar pattern is obtained.
However, the pattern is asymmetrical in the - plane. This
can be attributed to the feed and that the antenna is operated in
the fast-wave region [25] as seen in Figs. 1(b) and 4(b), which
means that the unit-cell is inherently radiative. This asymmetry
can be eliminated by using a coaxial feed at the center of the
antenna.

Fig. 17. Six unit-cell CRLH antenna radiation patterns. (a) Phi = 0 (x-z
plane). (b) Phi = 90 (y-z plane).

Fig. 18. Six unit-cell inductor-loaded antenna radiation patterns. (a)Phi = 0

(x-z plane).(b) Phi = 90 (y-z plane).

E. Effect of Increasing Unit-Cells in Non-Resonant Direction

The previous sections showed the effect of adding unit-cells
along the resonant length of the antenna. In this section, it is
shown that unit-cells can be added to the non-resonant direc-
tion of the antenna to increase gain and to avoid the asymmet-
rical radiation pattern present in the six unit-cell antenna real-
izations with an edge feed. The proposed antenna is depicted
in Fig. 19, which consists of four inductor-loaded unit-cells in
the -direction and two inductor-loaded unit-cells in the -di-
rection forming a square antenna aperture. The inductor-loaded
unit-cells are the same as the ones used to realize the antennas
presented in Sections IV-C and D

The feed used for the two unit-cell antennas is slightly mod-
ified in order to excite the entire structure. The numerical and
experimental return loss of the enlarged antenna is shown in
Fig. 20(a) along with the experimental return loss of the original
two unit-cell inductor-loaded antenna for comparison. An ex-
perimental return loss of -6.4 dB is obtained at ;
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Fig. 19. Enlarged aperture monopolar antenna based on antenna of Fig. 7(b);
w = 15:0 mm, w = 2:0 mm, w = 0:2 mm, l = 26:0 mm.

Fig. 20. Enlarged aperture monopolar antenna. (a) Numerical and experimental
return loss. (b). Experimental radiation pattern; phi = 0 (x-z plane), phi =
90 (y-z plane).

the shift in the infinite frequency is due to the increased mu-
tual coupling attributed to the additional unit-cells. The elec-
trical size of the antennas is at . The
experimental radiation patterns at are plotted in
Fig. 20(b) and confirm the expected monopolar radiation pat-
tern. A maximum gain of 5.72 dBi is obtained with a more
symmetric radiation pattern than the six unit-cell antennas of
Section IV-D.

V. CONCLUSION

The design of infinite wavelength resonant antennas based on
periodic structures is demonstrated. The frequency of the an-
tenna does not depend on its physical length, but only on the re-
actance provided by its unit-cell. In particular, the infinite wave-
length supported by a CRLH unit-cell and an inductor-loaded
unit-cell were used to realize several monopolar antennas. The
infinite wavelength frequency is determined by the shunt reso-
nance of the unit-cell. Since the monopolar antenna’s physical
length is independent of the resonance phenomenon at the in-
finite wavelength frequency, a monopolar antenna can be arbi-
trary sized. To demonstrate these concepts, six antennas with
different number of unit-cells are numerically and experimen-
tally realized with the CRLH unit-cell and an inductor-loaded
unit-cell. Although, the antenna’s resonant length is increased
by 200%, only a 4.7% frequency shift was obtained for the six
unit-cell antenna in comparison to the two unit-cell antenna.
These antennas can be used in place of array configurations
for increased gain with minimum physical space requirements.
In particular, the antenna size/gain can be controlled indepen-
dently of the antenna’s frequency with the proposed infinite
wavelength methodology.
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